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THE SEASONAL
YOGA TEACHER
TRAINING 200 RYT

THIS IS ABOUT YOU ...
Personal, physical and mental
benefits
High-level extra-curricular activity
Range of transferable skills through
teacher training
Participation tailored to University
experience
Learn range of tools to combat
stress and build emotional resilience

The Seasonal Yoga School

THE COURSE
OUTLINE
WHO ARE WE?

WHO ARE YOU?
This course is for those who wish to teach Yoga
or those who would like to go deeper on their
Yoga journey. A real opportunity for high level
extra curricular activity. For everyone it will be a
year of personal evolution.

With more than 1,500 active teachers we
are a successful Independent Yoga
Teacher Training school always striving
for high standards and connecting
students with their true nature and the
nature that surrounds us all.

THE EXPERIENCE

THE COURSE
200 hour Yoga Alliance International
Asana study & Posture workshops
Meditation & pranayama
Vinyasa Krama practices of Seasonal Flow
Yoga Philosophy, Chinese Energy work
Anatomy and Physiology

THE STAGES
Foundation - start anytime - (already
completed 100 go straight to Semester 1).
Semester 1 - rolling start either September
or March
Semester 2 - rolling start either March or
September
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YOGA
FUNDAMENTALS
Start any time
intro to postures, breath
meditation

We recognise that every Yoga teacher is
different, and you have to understand
yourself in order to teach from your own
passion. We do not want to create teachers
in our own image. Rather, we help you to
find and follow your own style, whilst giving
you the tools to do that well.

THE CONTACT
Live contact every 2 weeks, small tutorial group
sizes, the same personal tutor will support you
throughout the whole course. Don't worry we
will be there for you all the way as we do in all
of our courses.
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SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

3 Seasons over 3 months
First half of main course

3 Seasons over 3 months
Final half of main course
and Graduation
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YOUR POSSIBLE PATH
WITH SEASONAL YOGA

THE POTENTIAL
Once you have completed your online 200 hour training with us, we have Advanced Training in
Seasonal Yoga, Seasonal Yin Yoga & Wiseones (senior program) for you to continue online if you
wish to further your studies. We also offer a 500 hour qualification.
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FOUNDATION

200 HOUR

500 HOUR

Start anytime - for
anyone !

Start twice per year to be
a Seasonal Yoga Teacher

Continue your studies &
licencee options
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THE STUDY

MAIN COURSE

THE DETAIL
This 200 hour course is designed to explore
Yoga in more depth and includes
practical and theoretical work. It is called
Seasonal Yoga because we teach you how to
harmonise your practice and energy with
the outside season, drawing from the
Chinese cyclical understanding of nature to
create balance within our lives.
Seasonal Yoga uses our knowledge and
understanding of the body’s energy lines
(meridians) and how these affect our organs, vital
energy (chi) and mind. These help attune us
through our Yoga practice, diet and breath work
to the world around us. Throughout the training
students will study the Chinese and Indian
elements and how they relate to their practice
and lifestyle depending on the season.

THE FINER DETAIL
Blended course
150 hours on line guided study
50 hours live learning
Amazing on line backup and support
David Keil Yoganatomy
John Scott - introductory tutorials

The main body of the course is divided into
two sections we call the Yin and the Yang
phases.
You may start your course with either of them
depending on which dates suit you best.they
will included the seasonal content, postures,
yoga philosophy, pranayama, David Keil
anatomy & Ashtanga modules, in a structured
way being guided through each step by our
online platforms and your assigned tutor.

ADDITIONAL
CONTENT
Ashtanga – we will be accessing John Scott's
7 introductory tutorials for this course.
These cover John's concepts on the knee,
your relationship with your centre of gravity
and John's simple yet powerful meditation
technique - 'the 5 Step Focussed 12'
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FOUNDATION

SEMESTER 1

A personal introduction
and fundamental study,
20 hours online
Study anytime
2 hours zoom face to face
Gets you off to a great start

65 hours on line & 24
hours live learning time,
posture workshops,
classes, meditation
and pranayama
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SEMESTER 2
65 hours on line & 24 hours
live learning time, posture
workshops, classes,
meditation, pranayama
and graduation!
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
HOW DO WE KEEP IN
TOUCH?
You will have around 50 hours of live learning.
This takes place as group tutorials guiding
how to access the online learning, discussion
about your learning and any questions you
have. We have regular assessments to keep up
with your progress and visits from specialist
teachers who visit your group for a deep dive
into a specific subject .
These hours will be split into 3 hour sessions
which run at the beginning, middle and end of
each module. This translates into
approximately 3 hours of live learning every 2
weeks.
These are usually be run by your course leader
or occasionally with a visiting teacher.

HOW DO YOU
MONITOR OUR
PROGRESS?
There will be short assessments at the end of
each module (each month) and then a longer
assessment at the end of each semester (mid
Dec and end May). We are also able to monitor
your progress through the online content by
seeing how much you have completed and your
scores on the regular multiple-choice
quizzes. We will also meet with you every 2
weeks during semester time to check in with you
during the group tutorials.

LEARNING
REMOTELY
How will we Learn how to Teach Yoga if we are
not in the same location?
You shall be assigned practicums of yoga
teaching practice to perform with your buddies
and your group, and then with others outside of
the course too. This will start from the first time
we meet You may choose to teach your classes
online, or face to face.
Be assured that you will be receiving the same
information and teaching opportunities as if you
were with us in a studio. Our academy is known
for how well it prepares its students to actually
teach once their course is completed.

BUDDY SYSTEM
You shall also be assigned buddies from your
learning group to connect with the other students
of the course (this has historically been one of the
most successful parts of our courses).
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FINANCIAL INFO
THE DETAIL

SAMPLE RESOURCE/
BOOK LIST

Your Investment
£1700 for the whole course
( If you have already completed 100
Foundation course deduct £200 from
this price)

Seasonal Yoga manual
Seasonal Yoga book
Full online resource
Deconstructing Yoga Book
Seasonal Yoga book
Spiritual teachings of Yoga
Science of the Breath

Certified 200 hour teacher training
Can be broken into several payments
Deposit £350 Balance £ 1350

YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE MANUALS /BOOKS
LOG
BOOK

.

TUTORIAL TIMINGS
Will be agreed on application, with plenty of
options to suit your needs.

APPLICATION PROCESS

CONTACT US FOR A
CHAT
apply@seasonalyoga.net for more info on
the course & your choice of time to get to
know us.
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CONTACT FOR
INTERVIEW

PAY DEPOSIT

Meet us on a personal 1-to-1
interview / Zoom call to ask all
the questions you have

On acceptance a deposit
will be required to be
paid to secure your place
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START COURSE
Whenever you are ready - with
timing help from us, then
payments commence

YOUR TEACHERS

JULIE HANSON
Julie Hanson, Director of Yoga instruction has worked in the fitness industry for 40 years has taught
yoga for more than 20 years. She has an extensive set of yoga teaching credentials. Her experiences are
deep as she has worked with or studied under many of the most influential yoga teachers globally, such
as Shiva Rea, David Keil, and John Scott. She is an advanced yoga anatomy practitioner, a long time
studio owner in both the yoga and fitness spaces, and she is a founding partner in yoga teacher training
schools in Scotland, England, Finland and Germany. Within this system she has trained over 1600
teachers over the past 17 years. One of the first people to bring aerobics to Scotland in the early 80s,

SUE WOODD
Over Sue’s 30-year yoga and wellness career, she has travelled and taught extensively around the world
including The Yoga Show at London Olympia, Mind and Body St. Tropez Fitness Convention, Network
Fitness Convention Australia, T’ai Chi Union of Great Britain, Shiatsu Society Endorsement Panel and is a
continuing education provider with Yoga Alliance (YACEP) and advanced registered yoga teacher (RYT
500) and senior teacher with Yoga Professionals.

MARIT AKINTEWE
Marit is the philosophy, meditation and pranayama director of studies. Marit has been teaching Yoga
since 2004, having studied extensively with 2 main esoteric teachers, Swami Vivekananda and
Sahajananda (Hridaya Yoga) and undertaken many months of intensive silent retreats over a 7 year
period. She offers an unusual level of experience and understanding of Yogic concepts and practices,
especially breath work and the Self Enquiry methods of meditation. Marit specialises in translating Yogic
ideas into understandable and useful tools for living in the West, to help students live more skillfully.

JENNIFER HEBENTON
I started my journey with Seasonal Yoga May 2016 and it was the best thing that I ever did. I had only practiced
yoga for 4 months. I had heard of Seasonal Yoga and how they are known for experienced teachers & the personal
journey and growth you gain from the course. I am now happy to say I get to help others experience what I
experienced and get to continue my own personal journey in wellbeing & learning what health looks like physically,
mentally and emotionally. I am now a 500hr Senior Teacher and proud of it.

DAVID KEIL
David brings his unique style and ability to make things simple to the yoga world. Because of his
passion and desire to share the human body with everyone, he delivers this complex and sometimes
frustrating topic in a way that is very accessible and understandable to yoga practitioners. Over the
years David has used his skills as a Neuromuscular Therapist to help people reduce their chronic pain
patterns. He often brings this information into his workshops where students are regularly uncovering
painful patterns or injuries in their bodies. David and his wife Gretchen are both Authorised level 2
Ashtanga teachers having travelled to Mysore regularly since 2002.

JOHN SCOTT
John has been a student of Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga since 1987 and through years of introspection and self
reflection - ‘Why are we here? Where have you come from?’ - sets his students on their journey of enquiry
into their true nature and purpose for being here on this physical plane. It is through practice and deep
enquiry into the self that John has brought all his earlier experiences and meditations into his life work of
sharing. John’s teaching is very metaphorical, analytical, technical and often humorous and his teaching
style appeals to students of many backgrounds and nationalities. John regularly teaches workshops
throughout the world with his wife Julia.

THE DETAIL
PRE-COURSE LEARNING
OUR YOGA FUNDAMENTALS COURSE
The course will start with a live introduction with the course leader lasting 2 hours. This is followed by around
10 hours of online learning that can be taken over an extended period of time. This includes lots of practice
and additional reading and may be useful if you have a few months before the start of the course. Pre-course
learning. The fundamentals can be completed within a week if you are close to the start of the course.
This section of the learning will include the use of the "Deconstructing Yoga" textbook by Course Director
Julie Hanson and her co-author Dr Lon Kilgore. This book details the physical aspects of the basic yoga
postures, introduces the breath and its application in the full yoga breath, and outlines the techniques of
meditation and Yoga Nidra. Practical applications for each of these are included. This part of the course is a
wonderfully grounding foundation for those going deeper into yoga and it's teaching.

MAIN BODY OF THE COURSE
The main structure of the course is divided into 2 sections we call them the Yin and the Yang Phases. You may
start your course with either of them, depending on which dates suit you best.
Yin Phase
Runs mid September – mid December
Includes the three Yin seasons of Late summer, Autumn and Winter
Yang Phase
Runs start of March – end of May
Includes the three Yang seasons of Spring, Early summer and Summer

EACH SEMESTER
Each semester includes information on how to live a seasonal life with ideas on diet, movement and lifestyle
from our two very experienced founders Sue Woodd and Julie Hanson who have been teaching seasonally for
many decades. You will learn how to create seasonal movement classes that include Tai Chi/Chi Kung
movements and awareness of the meridians applied into yoga postures. Fundamental concepts of the
seasons, like grounding in Spring and expansion in early summer, and how to apply them to your classes is
also given You are taught in season so you can feel and apply the learning as you go.

WHAT SPECIFICALLY WILL YOU LEARN?
The Yoga styles we will teach you are creative and intelligent flow styles which are easily
adapted to different ability and energetic levels. The teaching consists of a broad range of
practical and theoretical subjects:
Asana, including Sanskrit and English names of the postures
Asana work book detailing full practical application of
individual postures
In depth study of how to apply Seasonal Energy into a daily
Yoga practice
How to sequence poses for all of the seasonal energies
Meridians (nadis) and pressure points, and how to apply them to
Yoga postures
Qi Gong to increase flexibility and energy awareness

Philosophy of Yoga
An introduction to Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras and The Bhagavad Gita
The Eight Limbs of Yoga
The different paths and schools of Yoga
The chakras
Mudras and bandhas

In addition we will cover
Using music in classes
Health and Safety issues with students in classes
Marketing your Yoga Class
Energy Anatomy
The practice of Pranayama
Concentration and Meditation
Nutrition
Anatomy and Physiology
History of Yoga
Creating your Yoga business

At the end of the training...
You will be a qualified Hatha Yoga teacher and in addition will have the tools to create
other types of Yoga class such as more basic classes or more restorative Yoga.

Reading list
1. The Spiritual Teachings of Yoga by Forster and Manuel
(can have as audio book), (pre course reading)
2. The Science of Breath by Swami Rama
3. The Untethered Soul The Journey Beyond Yourself
by Michael A Singer (can have as an audio book)
4. Functional Anatomy of Yoga David Keil
5. The Yamas & Niyamas by Deborah Adele

Julie and Sue’s ‘Seasonal Yoga’ book and Course
manuals will be included within the course material
and will be used throughout the whole course.
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Optional
(wait until discussed)
Yoga Nidra Paperback – by Swami Satyananda
Saraswatiasana
Asana, Pranayama, Mudra and Bandha.: 1 Paperback –
by Saraswati Satyananda Swami
The Key Poses of Yoga: Scientific Keys, Volume II Kindle
Edition by Ray Long (Author)

IN ADDITION TO THE SEASONAL
CONTENT, YOU WILL ALSO LEARN:
ANATOMY
With David Keil Yoganatomy.com. David is a world renowned teacher in anatomy and its application into
yoga and has been making anatomy interesting and useful for yoga teachers for many years.

YOGA PHILOSOPHY
A comprehensive course from Seasonal Yoga's Marit Akintewe that has been used on our in studio trainings
for over 10 years. This covers information on the history of yoga, the use of the subtle body in yoga (Chakra /
Nadi / 5 bodies) and a full discourse on the yoga sutras of Patanjanli. Deep dives into the Yamas and Niyamas
is given in a practical way with discussions on the theory of the mind, applications into mindfulness and
meditation. These are supported by at home reading and practical assignments.

PRANAYAMA
Understanding and working with the breath is fundamental to any yoga practice. On this course we shall
follow a comprehensive course, starting with the basics of how the breath works, its influences on your state
of mind, and how we access it in our daily lives. A highly practical course which introduces a range of
breathing techniques to help you bring calm, balance or stimulation, as well as the more advanced
techniques which allow access to specific energetic effects and support concentration and meditation. This is
a deep course, and is fantastic for yogis and yoga teachers alike. Taught by Marit Akintewe.

MEDITATION
We will guide you through the beginning stages of a mindfulness practice and built up to a yogic form of
practice using advaita vedantic ‘Self Enquiry’ meditation. This combines very well with Yoga theory you will
learn on the course. This is a great opportunity for beginners to meditation as well as those who have
practiced for years. Marit has a strong background in many years of practice including many long and
intensive retreats with her teacher Sahajanada of Hridaya Yoga.

ASHTANGA
We will be accessing John Scott's 7 introductory tutorials for this course. These cover John's concepts on the
structure and function of the knee, your relationship with your centre of gravity and John's simple yet
powerful meditation technique - 'the 5 Step Focussed 12'.

